Kit Submissions:

Below is a list of proposal applications that at this time must be submitted to the sponsor via a Kit. Proposals should continue to be created and routed for approval in COEUS, but will not be submitted System to System (S2S):

NIH Training Grants:

In order to process NIH Training Grants System-to-System (S2S) in COEUS, new Banner cost elements are required. Proper cost elements are required in Banner before they can be built in COEUS.

As such, all NIH Training grant proposals must be processed through use of a Grants.gov kit, as they cannot go S2S until such time as the proper cost elements are available in Banner.

eBrap Grants:

Due to the submission requirements specific to the eBrap submission portal, there is currently no effective method to correctly place attachments for the different eBrap submission types. Therefore, until there is an electronic method to correctly place ALL ATTACHMENTS in the correct fields in the application, all eBrap proposals should be submitted via a Grants.gov kit.

Getting Help

Coeus Support
RDOST-help@neu.edu

Office of Research Administration & Finance (ORAF)
Grant Officer: http://www.northeastern.edu/research/raf/contact/